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Today in a small town called Hudson, MA, a very new and exciting restaurant is opening. It has been many years
since this small town has had a new restaurant, and many people are excited. I spoke with two people from the
town and asked how they felt about the new restaurant. Mrs. Athony, a resident of 25 years, said "I am very
excited about the new restaurant coming into our town! I think it will do our town some good to be noticed and it
will give residents something new to do." Another resident I spoke to was Mr. Greeves. Mr. Greeves has been
living in Hudson for 5 years and has a different take on the new restaurant than Mrs. Anthony. Mr. Greeves said
"While a new restaurant is exciting, I am worried about the traffic. Our town is not used to a lot of traffic and
with a new restaurant comes traffic, especially because this restaurant is being advertised everywhere." Overall,
many citizens of Hudson are excited for something new in their quiet town.

The Interior Design
While on site visiting the restaurant I got to take a look inside and see what vibe the designers are trying to give
off. Once I stepped inside I saw just how beautiful this new restaurant would be. The designers made sure to
show off the state of the art kitchen that they just built by putting it on display for people eating in the restaurant.
There is also a long bar staffed with professional bartenders who are able to make any drink you can think of.
The tables are made of dark wood with matching chairs and spacious booths. The lighting is able to dim in the
evening so a more romantic atmosphere can be felt.

Overall Thoughts
Overall, this restaurant is absolutely stunning! I am very excited to come back and eat there when they are open
for business. This is not something you want to miss out on! I am also excited for the residents of the town to
have something fun and exciting to do.
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